
	There is a long history of revisionist westerns in cinema, but many powerful stories remain untold. Once such story is the "Devil's Hatband,"
an epic depiction of one of the most tumultuous and violent episodes in the settling of New Mexico. 
	In its sweeping portrait of New Mexico in the late 19th century, it explores themes of the changing west that are still relevant today. It details the struggle between the Hispanic settlers of northern New Mexico and their challenge to preserve their communal way of life in the face of rapacious western capitalism. In other words, it is the dark side of the Manifest Destiny. 
	In the movie version of the "Devil's Hatband," cultures, towns and families are torn apart by competing visions of what is good and just. For the first time in the history of westerns, a story will focus on an Hispanic culture in transition, struggling to preserve its soul and land, in the face of a seemingly unstoppable business, political and cultural forces. 
	As the movie opens, it is a stormy August day. Lightning is ripping across the big sky and the thunder is painful to the ears. The rain runs off buildings like a waterfall, yet there is a large crowd gathering around a tree. We see a women on a horse with a noose around her neck. Desideria Garcia is about to be publicly hanged for the murder of a man who attacked her in her home. She's covered in dried blood that now looks fresh from the rain. She is surrounded by three deputies on horseback, the only ones on horses. The crowd wails as her family pleads for her life but you can barely hear them because of the thunder. Desideria shows no emotion, she is lost inside. A deputy reads the charges against her.
	When he is finished, another deputy pulls his gun and fires, the sound cuts through like a knife. The horse rears and Desideria slides off the horse as it moves forward. But in the commotion, the deputies forgot to tie Desideria's hands behind her back and as she falls free from the horse she grabs the noose with both hands and keeps the rope from snapping her neck. As she dangles pulling on the rope with all her might, the crowd screams. She slips her head out of the noose and crashes to the ground. Her husband, Felix Garcia, fights his way in front of her protesting that she should be set free, yelling "You can't hang someone twice!" Another shot roars through the crowd and Felix falls back onto his wife with a bullet hole in his head, killed by deputy sheriff Billy Green. Desideria for the first time shows emotion and tries to scream but nothing come out her mouth.
	The Herrera brothers, Juan Jose, Pablo and Nicanor ride up to the edge of the crowd on horseback, just as Felix falls dead. Pablo tries to force his way through the crowd, but Nicanor and Juan Jose hold tightly to the reins of his horse. Sheriff Green jumps off his horse, grabs Desideria's hands and ties them. Desideria is hanged again, in front of her 12-year-old son, Avenicio and her daughter, Magdalena. 
	Juan Jose pleads with Pablo. "If we are dead, it helps no one!" Pablo watches as the crowd dissipates. Avenicio and his sister stand in front of their mother hanging from the tree. Pablo gets off his horse and walks toward the children. Juan Jose and Nicanor follow. Pablo cuts the rope and Nicanor catches Desideria and lays her next to Felix. Pablo whispers "We have not helped anyone." He puts his arm around both the children and whispers in Avenicio's ear.
	In a series of flashbacks, we see what set the hanging into motion. Pablo and Nicanor are tending to chores around Felix Garcia's farm house just outside Las Vegas, NM.  They are gathering lumber for a big community fiesta the next day, when two gunmen ride to the crest of a hill above the land nearby. They take out rifles and start shooting at the brothers and Magdalena, who is playing with the chickens. Pablo calls to Nicanor to get Magdalena. As he is running towards her a bullet hits in front of her and she fall to the ground. Nicanor sweeps her up and disappears around the corner. Pablo turns back towards the gunfire with his hands out, he can see his rifle and pistol belt on the ground 20 feet in front of him, showing no fear he slowly works his way towards them. 
	One of the cowboys has Pablo dead in his sights. "This Mezcan thinks he's brave! I'm gonna pick his head clean off!" Just as he is squeezing his shot off the other cowboy kicks him. The bullet zips past Pablo's ear. "We're just trying to scare them. Nobody gets hurt -- yet." Unbeknownst to the shooters, Avenicio is tending sheep nearby and is close enough to identify the gunmen. The men flee after shooting at the brothers. 
	Avenicio returns and tells Pablo what the men were wearing and where they are headed. Pablo says he is going into town to talk to a man about some sheep, his euphemism for taking care of business. He starts out on the trail of the gunmen. 
	Two hours later, The Texan, a gunman that was hired to steal the land from the land grant heirs arrives at the Garcia home. Confronting Garcia on the front porch, the Texan says he heard there was some shooting that afternoon and implies there might be more trouble on the way, so it would be best to sell the house and land. 
	Juan Jose is in the house and suddenly appears on the front porch behind Garcia. The Texan "sees a Mexican like he's never seen a Mexican before," a man standing straight up with confidence. Juan Jose tells him "I think you have come to the wrong place!" The Texan says "I wad'nt plannin' on killing a Mezcan today." Pablo's expression turns cold.     "I'm not a Mexican." The Texan looks confused," I am a New Mexican, and as you can see I am not a scared Mexican!" The Texan sees Nicanor out of the corner of his eye holding a shotgun and slowly backs up and mounts his horse." You will see me again!" He rides off.
	Pablo corners the two shooters at their camp. He ties them to trees and beats them bloody with the butt of his gun, but allows them to live. The Texan, who employs the gunmen, returns to find the beaten men. He decides he will not be able to scare the Garcia's off their land as long as the Herrera's are around, and tries another plan. 
         The Texan meets Rafael Driscoe at the Silva Bar in Las Vegas. He explains that he wants him to obtain land from the Garcia's by convincing Felix to sign his land over, under the guise of protecting his land rights.
	Driscoe, half white, half Mexican, because he looks more Mexican than white, has been very successful in convincing the locals to trust him. He shows up at the Garcia's farmhouse the next day. He tells Felix that a lot of land grant owners have had their land stolen and he wants to protect him. Desideria mentions how somebody tried to run the Herrera's off their land. Felix signs the papers.
	Driscoe meets The Texan in Vicente Silva's saloon and hands over the signed papers. The next day, the day of the fiesta, The Texan shows up at the Garcia farmhouse with one of his gunmen, who hides behind the house. The Texan confronts Garcia and tells him he'll have to get off the land now, because he owns it. Garcia, confused, agrees to go to town to settle the matter. After they leave, the gunman attacks Desideria.  Avenicio, who has been out tending sheep, hears a struggle inside the house and his mother screaming. He grabs a knife, runs into the bedroom and stabs the gunman. She grabs his gun and shoots him. She collapses, traumatized, as the gunman dies.
	The whole land grant community gathers at the big fiesta in Old Town Las Vegas, to renew family ties and celebrate. The fiesta is interrupted when Sheriff Lorenzo Lopez comes through the crowd with Felix and Desiree, still bloody, on horseback. She has been arrested for murder.
	Juan Jose pleads for calm and tells Pablo and Nicanor, who are angry, to calm down and let the legal system take care of this. 
	The trial is held and Desiree is found guilty. We see the hanging of Desideria and the shooting of Felix, this time through the eyes of Avenicio. 
	The next night, at their mother's home, Juan Jose tells his brothers that there is a man coming to dinner who can help them, from the Knights of Labor union. The union leader, Frank Ogden, arrives and tells them how the Knights of Labor will help them in their struggle for the land. Juan Jose is excited about doing things the American way. Pablo and Nicanor are not so excited, but agree to go along. 
	At lunch at a fancy restaurant in Santa Fe, we meet politician Thomas Catron, Russell Kistler, publisher of the Las Vegas Optic, a Hispanic businessman Eugenio Romero from Las Vegas, and a representative of the Santa Fe Land Grant company, the company that Catron and other land barons use as a front to acquire land from the poor mexicanos. Catron lays out case for buying up all the land and profiting from it at the expense of the mexicanos. Romero says there seems to be trouble brewing in Las Vegas, and the Herrera brothers are at the center of it and need to be dealt with.
	Back at the Garcia farm house, the Texan is giving orders to men putting up the fence around the property, instructing them particularly to make sure the wagon trail through the property is cut off.
	Pablo and Nicanor, on horseback, ride along the trail and come upon the fence. They are angry, but not surprised at another instance of land being stolen and access to public land being cut off. The brothers confront the boss and ask him why they are cutting off access to the commons. They are told to leave or be shot.
	Pablo and Nicanor retire to Silva's saloon, where they find a couple of men who have been forced off their land and are drowning their sorrows. Pablo invites them to meet later to discuss their problem. This is the beginning of the Gorras Blancas, or "White Cap" raiders.
	Two White Caps ride across the Las Vegas countryside in the moonlight. They pick up a few additional riders from each village they pass until a massive wave of White Caps rides across the meadows. They finally arrive at the Garcia farm and begin cutting the wire fence and chopping up fence posts. They cut down several miles of fence, otherwise known as "The Devil's Hatband."
	This uprising sets into a motion a battle between Catron and the Herrera brothers, and the powerful interests they represent, that is fought in the political and legal arenas, the court of public opinion and the grassy meadows of the Las Vegas land grant. As the story unfolds, the battle  threatens to tear apart families, villages, and cultures. 
	Although the veneer of civilization was just settling over New Mexico, it was still the Wild West, and the capitalist cronies would resort to  propaganda, thievery, lying and even murder to get what they wanted at the expense of the mexicanos. It was no place for the weak. It is only through the efforts of the Herrera brothers that the battle is fought with any semblance of fairness, and continues to be fought to this day.
	
